
IN-DEPTH ONLINE OR OFFLINE
Receive the same training that has 

benefited tens of thousands of 
developers at Microsoft and other 

Fortune 500 companies

Enjoy access to a growing catalog of 
videos, and take it with you when 

you’re on the road with native offline 
views for popular mobile devices

Purchase an individual account, or 
a business account that allows 

training managers to swap users in 
and out and track individual usage

For one low price, enjoy access to 
all courses, code downloads, and 
offline viewing - features that cost 
extra just about everywhere else

INDIVIDUAL 0R BUSINESS COST-EFFECTIVE

Visit us at www.WintellectNOW.com to see our full catalog of courses.

Go deep with our exclusive Video Series

WintellectNOW features comprehensive video series authored by some of the most 
respected names in the industry. Here are a few of our most popular series.

         Advanced Threading

This master class in concurrent program-
ming is authored by Jeffrey Richter and has 
been a staple at Microsoft offices around 
the world. Now you can get the same 
advanced training on writing multithreaded 
apps that has benefited devs on the Skype 
team, the Azure team, and many more!

         Mastering .NET Debugging

John Robbins, aka "The Bugslayer," is one 
of the world's premier experts on debug-
ging. Take the same master class on the art 
of debugging that has benefited thousands 
of Microsoft developers. And if you're 
debugging native code rather than 
managed code, there's a class for that, too.

         Mastering ASP.NET Core

ASP.NET Core is the new open-source Web 
development framework from Microsoft 
that runs cross-platform on top of the .NET 
Core framework. Learn all about it in this 
exclusive, no-holds-barred series from 
Microsoft PM and ASP.NET Core architect 
Jeffrey Fritz.

         Mastering XAML

Charles Petzold taught an entire genera-
tion of developers how to program 
Windows. Now he applies his extensive 
talents to teaching the fundamentals of 
XAML. The perfect series for developers 
who are learning to build applications for 
WPF, Windows, or UWP!

         Mastering Power BI

Microsoft Power BI exists to provide deep 
visual insights into data. It supports 
hundreds of different data sources, excels 
at producing beautiful reports and 
dashboards, and works with a wide range 
of devices. Master Power BI and you 
master your data.

         .NET Performance Tuning

Microsoft .NET simplifies software 
development, but if you treat the 
garbage collector as a black box and 
don't take time to understand the 
nuances of C# and the CLR, performance 
can be elusive. Learn how to squeeze 
your code until it screams.

On-Demand Developer Training

For info on Wintellect’s software development or onsite training, visit www.wintellect.com.


